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Introduction:  Recent Hi-Rise imagery has pre-

sented an opportunity to examine at high resolution the 

patterns of dune and inter-dune areas inside Proctor’s 

Crater, Mars.  Multiple dune crest and ripple forma-

tions can be found orientated in distinct directions. To 

date, these have been used to infer directional compo-

nents of the wind regimes present with the boundary 

layer over these features. Using a generated Digital 

Terrain Surface alongside these clearly defined bed-

form features compels us to examine the possible wind 

flow behaviour that has been responsible for these 

geomorphological patterns. Multiple length scales are 

present showing progressively smaller bedform fea-

tures superimposed on and within larger (mega) dunes, 

giving rise to complex but regular topographical pat-

terns that may be indicative of multi-directional (and 

magnitude) wind regimes. There is therefore a need to 

understand the airflow behaviour at an adequate scale 

over these features to investigate if the formational 

pattern and orientation of the bedforms correspond to 

localised wind flow forcing.  

Method:  Using computational fluid dynamics 

(OpenFoam CFD code) with a RNG k-ε solver over a 

3-D surface mesh, we present preliminary findings 

within Mars’ Proctor Crater (fig.1) to examine a dune 

area of 4.4km x 3.0km, and a computational cell reso-

lution of 5m x 5m. We ran three wind directions; Pri-

mary (WSW), Secondary (ESE) and Tertiary (ENE) 

winds. Each simulation had a logarithmic inlet with an 

input of 10ms
-1

 at 30m from the surface and a rough-

ness parameter of 0.05m. Kinematic viscosity was as-

sumed to be 0.0019 m
2
 s

-1
. Output was presented in the 

form of surface flow vectors (at 0.5m from the surface) 

and superimposed over 3-D and Hi-Rise imagery to 

allow direct comparisons with local bedforms. A cross 

sectional slice of the boundary layer over the dunes is 

also presented to show detached and other flow charac-

teristics. 

Results:  Focusing in on a particular 1km x 1km 

area where three main megadune ridges are in view and 

inter-dune trough topography is imaged, results reveal 

a distinct relationship between steered airflow and lo-

calised bedform orientation, clearly mapping orthogo-

nally onto much of the crestal ridges present at multiple 

scales. Under Primary (WSW) winds, flow vectors 

were strongly steered orthogonally against the smaller 

inter-megadune dune ridges in a SW orientation, coin-

cident with re-attached flow coming off the main me-

gadune crests. Winds within the troughs of megadunes 

were reduced in magnitude by 25-35% from their cres-

tal velocities. Under Secondary (ESE) winds, similar 

steering patterns were found and clear steered flow and 

re-attached patterns of airflow were evident with fea-

tures again lining up at orthogonal directions to these 

crestal steered flows. Steered winds in the megadunes 

troughs were from a SE direction and had reductions in 

velocity of up to 50% compared to crestal wind veloci-

ties. Under Tertiary flow conditions (ENE) steered 

winds inside the megadune troughs travelled from a SE 

to E direction, and were orthogonal to microdune (rip-

ples) located on the stoss side of the megadunes as well 

the mesodune ridges inside the megadune troughs. 

Steered winds were reduced in magnitude by up to 

60% compared to crest velocities during tertiary winds. 

Within the three wind direction scenarios, detached 

flow was evident in the Primary and Terriary simula-

tions only whilst the Secondary winds contained large-

ly attached flow only behavior. This has been dictated 

by the mega-dunes’ crestal configuration relative to 

indicent wind direction. These detached/un-detached 

flow behaviours in turn induce re-attachment zones or 

maintain attached wind flow which have morphological 

implications for localized ripple and dune migration 

patterns. 

This work has important implications for the recon-

struction of aeolian dunes within craters on Mars [1] 

and can help lend further support to studies examining 

recent activity of Martian dune migration[2]. 
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Fig.1 Location of study site within Proctor’s Crater, 

Mars showing area of interest and the DTS used from 

altimetry data. 
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